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 Equity REITs own real property and generate income from rental properties, including

residential, office, retail, hotel and certain more specialized property types, such as

medical office buildings and cell towers

 Today the investment community looks for public equity REITs that have a targeted and

well thought out investment strategy, typically in terms of product and often geography

 Equity REIT capital structures feature a mix of conventional mortgages (with financial

institutions or through CMBS), various types of property-level debt, preferred stock,

common stock and corporate-level credit facilities and term loans (which may be used for

general corporate purposes or acquisitions)

 Leverage levels generally vary from very low to approximately 70%.

OVERVIEW OF EQUITY REIT MARKETS AND FINANCIAL STRUCTURES



 Agency REITs

▪ Own Government Sponsored Enterprises (“GSE”) Mortgage Backed Securities (“MBS”)

▪ Types of GSE MBS owned are GNMA, FNMA, and FHLMC

▪ Use leverage (7x to 10x); finance securities in the repo market (mark-to-market 

liabilities)

▪ Hedge interest rate risk with US treasuries and interest rate derivatives (swaps, 

swaptions, futures)

 Hybrid REITs

▪ Own GSE and private label MBS and non-agency mortgage products including 

nonqualified mortgages (non-QM), reperforming mortgages, jumbo mortgages, credit risk 

transfer securities (CRTs), mortgage servicing rights (MSRs) and securities backed by 

servicing cash flows

OVERVIEW OF MORTGAGE REIT MARKET



 Hybrid REITs, continued

▪ Assets of Hybrid REITs usually have higher risk compared to Agency REITs, but offer higher 

yield

▪ Use leverage (3x to 5x), utilize repo, short-term debt and securitization markets; most have 

material mark-to-market exposures 

 Commercial Mortgage REITs

▪ Own commercial real estate (“CRE”) mortgage loans and commercial mortgage backed 

securities (“CMBS”) or commercial real estate collateralized loan obligations (“CRE CLOs”)

▪ Originate and acquire CRE mortgage loans

▪ Securitize loans in CMBS or CLO markets and retain lower rated/higher yielding securities

▪ Use leverage (3x to 5x) and utilize repo, short-term debt and securitization markets; most 

have material mark-to-market exposures

OVERVIEW OF MORTGAGE REIT MARKET



ACTIONS TAKEN IN RESPONSE 

TO COVID-19



INITIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON EQUITY 

REITS AND ACTIONS TAKEN IN RESPONSE

Dow Jones U.S. Hotel & Lodging REIT Index Dow Jones U.S. Retail REIT Index



 Agency MBS went down in value even as

interest rates declined due to liquidity

concerns in those markets

▪ Agency MBS prices declined due to heavy

selling/supply – demand imbalance

▪ The flight to cash caused agency MBS prices

to decline even as US treasury prices were

increasing

 Agency REITs experienced heavy margin

calls in late February and March

▪ On several days, assets and the 

corresponding hedges both lost value

INITIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON MORTGAGE REITS 

Source: Bloomberg
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 Hybrid REIT asset values declined led by private label MBS and non-agency mortgage loans and assets

 The decline was due to decreased liquidity/flight to cash, wider spreads and increased expected defaults and 

losses

 Hybrid REITs also experienced heavy margin calls 

INITIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON MORTGAGE REITS (CONT’D)
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 Commercial mortgage REITs asset values

declined led by CMBS and CRE loans

 Like the PLMBS market, the decline in

asset values was driven by decreased

liquidity, wider credit spreads and

increased expected defaults and losses

 Many commercial mortgage REITs also

experienced heavy margin calls

INITIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON MORTGAGE REITS (CONT’D)
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FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON EQUITY REITS

Percent of Retail Rent Received by Month
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 U.S. hotel occupancy is forecast to

average 35.8% for 2020, which is down

from 78.2% for 2019.

 ADR and RevPAR are forecast to end

2020 at $102.83 and $36.84,

respectively. ADR and RevPAR were $131

and $86.70, respectively for 2019.

 A moderate recovery is forecasted for

2021, with occupancy increasing to

52.1%, but only a marginal increase in

ADR of 1.7%.

Source: STR



FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON EQUITY REITS

CMBS Delinquency Rate (% 30+ days)

Source: Trepp Source: Trepp
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 Stock prices declined across the mortgage REIT sector 

reflecting the view that asset values were reduced along 

with income and dividends

▪ Prices have recovered since mid April as the economy 

starts to reopen

 Mortgage REITs are still trading at discounts to book 

value although prices have improved: 

▪ Agency REITs are trading at 90% to 98% of book 

▪ Hybrid REITs at 40% to 95% of book 

▪ Commercial mortgage REITs at 55% to 105% of book 

 Low share prices will make difficult for some companies 

to issue common stock

▪ REITs need to issue stock in order to grow since they 

dividend out most of their income 

▪ Generally, mortgage REITs cannot sell additional 

common stock when their share prices are below 

book value

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON MORTGAGE REITS

Source: S&P Capital IQ
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 Agency REITs stabilized in late March after the FRB 

announced it would purchase (unlimited) amounts of US 

treasuries and agency MBS

▪ Agency MBS prices stabilized as did the relationship 

between assets and corresponding hedges

▪ Losses were realized in Q1 as Agency REITs had to 

sell assets to deleverage and raise cash during the 

tumult

 Several hybrid REITs disclosed they exhausted their 

available liquidity trying to meet all margin calls

▪ These REITs stated they commenced discussions 

with repo and lending counterparties to request 

forbearance on additional margin calls

▪ One hybrid REIT filed a lawsuit attempting to prevent 

a bank from liquidating MBS which were on repo 

▪ Hybrid REITs also were forced to sell assets to 

deleverage, reduce risk and raise cash

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON MORTGAGE REITS (CONT’D)

Source: S&P Capital IQ
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 As shown on the prior slide, Commercial mortgage REITs also sold assets to deleverage, reduce

risk and raise cash to meet margin calls

▪ Assets sold included CMBS and senior mortgage loans

▪ Margin call exposures were reduced but losses were realized on the assets which were sold

▪ Several commercial mortgage REITs have issued additional capital

 Impact on Loan Performance

▪ Hybrid REITs own non-agency single family mortgage loans which will likely perform worse 

given the issues caused by the COVID-19 crisis

▪ Increase in default rates will be driven by loss of income/higher unemployment -- high consumer debt 

loads will also be a driver of increased defaults and losses

▪ While early, it appears property values have held up in most markets -- risk will increase if the recession 

lasts into 2021 with limited improvement

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON MORTGAGE REITS (CONT’D)



 Impact on Loan Performance

▪ Commercial mortgage REITs own CRE loans directly affected by the COVID-19 crisis

▪ Portfolio mix varies but some REITs have 15% to 25% of loans in retail and hospitality -- these 

loans have elevated default risk given the considerable dislocation in these sectors

▪ Several REITs hold a high percentage of loans on transitional properties -- these loans have 

elevated default risk in a recession as demand for the improved property may decline

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON MORTGAGE REITS (CONT’D)



 Delinquencies rates for single family mortgage loans have

increased since the onset of the COVID crisis

▪ Past due borrowers doubled in April versus March to 

approximately 4 million borrowers (6.5%)

▪ Many borrowers have also requested forbearance (~10%)

▪ A large nonbank servicer, projected forbearance requests 

could approach 20% by mid summer. There is 

considerable pressure on servicing companies to process 

forbearance requests and make P&I advances 

 Commercial mortgage loan delinquencies have already

increased

▪ Past due loans in CMBS increased from 2% to 7% in May

▪ Increase largely driven by retail and hospitality loans

▪ This will likely worsen later in 2020 as deferments burn 

off

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON MORTGAGE REITS (CONT’D)
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POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES



EQUITY REIT OPTIONS AND POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES

 There will be distressed asset purchase or investment opportunities. Those opportunities

have not materialized yet

 There could be opportunities to provide bridge capital to help certain owners to reopen of

recapitalize assets

 There will be opportunities to restructure and recapitalize certain REITS



 Sell assets when and where possible

▪ Reduces margin call risks and improves liquidity

▪ Many mortgage REITs already successfully deleveraged by selling MBS and mortgage loans

▪ Since stock prices are trading at a discounts to book value, it can be accretive to sell 

assets and deleverage even if losses are realized

▪ It may become necessary for mortgage REITs to sell non-performing assets as these increase

▪ REITs need income producing assets to pay operating costs, debt service and dividends

▪ It may become challenging to finance nonperforming assets

 Raise additional capital

▪ Several REITs have been able to raise new capital, including convertible preferred and 

common stock 

MORTGAGE REIT OPTIONS AND POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES



 Restructure existing debt and repurchase agreement

▪ Forbearance on future margin calls for some period – the most basic arrangement is short-term 

forbearance on margin calls to provide time to sell or refinance assets (often two to four weeks)

▪ Some longer-term agreements have involved a pay down/deleveraging with pricing increases and 

possibly profit participation in exchange for forbearance on margin calls for longer periods of time 

(12 to 18 months)

▪ Other strategies have included dividend deferrals or issuance of stock dividends in lieu of cash 

(at least 10% of dividend must be cash and non-cash dividend must have equivalent value)

MORTGAGE REIT OPTIONS AND POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES (CONT’D)
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